
The Scorned Pastoral and Triumphant Elegy: Oenone’s Letter in the Heroides 

The mountain nymph Oenone, Paris’ first and often ignored lover, appears 

prominently in the fifth letter from Ovid’s Heroides, where she maintains the imagery of 

a pastoral or epic wife over that of a puella of love elegy.  Recent scholarship on the role 

and portrayal of Oenone in the Heroides explores the idea that Oenone is a pastoral figure 

trying and failing to fit into a world of elegy as easily as Paris’ new lover, Helen 

(Fulkerson, Knox, Lindheim, Spentzou).  This paper argues that Oneone attempts to use 

her pastoral nature as proof of why she serves as the better choice for Paris, because she 

is not aware that Paris now exists within the context of elegy.  Oenone’s narrative here 

also allows for the reimagining of Helen in the role of the elegiac puella rather than that 

of an epic heroine, thus serving as a precursor to the letters shared between Paris and 

Helen in poems 16 and 17 of the Heroides.  

 Within the poem, Oenone brands Helen as a shameless woman lacking in 

pudicitia, in direct contrast to her own matrona-like nature, referring to her as a turpis 

amica (5.70).  Oenone’s depiction of Helen turns her into a willing adulteress (5.99-106), 

lacking the faithfulness expected of a wife in epic poetry.  Oenone continues on this 

diatribe against Helen’s supposed shamelessness throughout her letter, wishing that 

Helen herself would someday feel the pain she has brought on Oenone (5.75-5.76) and 

also reminding Paris that Helen would abandon him just as she had Menelaus (5.101-

106).  Oneone also mentions Theseus’ abduction of Helen as another sign of Helen’s lack 

of pudicitia, implying that Helen had willingly left with Theseus rather than been 

abducted by him.  (5.126-132). Ovid thus places Helen in the role of the seductress from 

a young age, which makes her as culpable as Theseus or Paris in their affairs.   



 However, within the context of the Heroides, Oenone’s scorn for Helen reveals 

that she has no place in or understanding of the world of love elegy.  Oenone refers to 

Helen as superba within the poem (5.91-92), disdaining Helen’s pride and search for 

glory through love elegy.  It should be noted that Oenone’s disapproval of Helen in these 

lines stems from Helen seeking glory inappropriately, becoming the vaunted elegiac 

mistress instead of through the pudicitia of an epic wife such as Penelope. Helen’s own 

letter, however, implies that she believes that it is only through love elegy that she can 

become not merely famous, but the woman with the most gloria (17.167-170).  Helen 

seems to recognize that it is her beauty rather than her pudicitia which will bring her the 

most fame, and later even admits that she is pleased by the idea that Venus has sent Paris 

to Helen, implying that Helen wishes to have beauty and sexuality glorified long before 

she ever actually leaves with Paris (17.126-128).  

 The comparison between Oneone and Helen in Oenone’s letter functions as a way 

of showing the thematic differences between the worlds of the pastoral and elegy, which 

cannot coexist within the context of Ovid’s poetry.  This paper shows how this contrast 

between the pastoral and the elegiac in Oenone’s letters allows for Helen to be rewritten 

as a figure of elegy rather than one of epic, eventually leading to her gaining her own 

fama and more significantly, a poetic voice. 
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